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Abstract 

As for the damping controllability of MRF, structure design and research based on the MRF 

are made for the magnetic suspension rotor damper in this paper. According to the working 

principle of MRF damper, damper mechanical design is completed and the mathematical model 

of magnetic suspension rotor is established. Modal analysis of the rotor is simulated by the 

means of ANSYS and numerical simulations of amplitude of the rotor is made by the means of 

MATLAB. The results show that the MRF damper has a good damping effect, and can avoid 

the rotor resonance appropriately. 
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1. Introduction 

Magnetorheological (MR) fluid is a kind of new intelligent material and its properties of magnetics, 

mechanics, thermal and optics can be changed under the action of an external magnetic field, and it 
can achieve the reversible transformation between solid and liquid state(MR effect). Therefore, there 

will be great application prospect in engineering applications. In this paper, based on the 
characteristics of the MR fluid, the damping characteristics of the MR damper is studied. We took 

the magnetic suspension rotor as our research subject, and to achieve the most effective effect of 
vibration reduction by the means of theoretical analysis and numerical simulation.  

2. The working principle of MR damper 

Aiming at poor control ability of magnetic suspension rotor on vibration suppression, a kind of MR 

damper was designed to support the magnetic bearing system. The process of transformation between 
solid and liquid state inside the MR damper is shown in fig. 1, when there is speed difference between 

active and fixed parts, the rotating of active parts will be restrained under the action of shear yield 
stress in the MR effect, and the magnetic field disappears, MR fluid remain Newtonian fluid, at this 

point, only tiny liquid viscous force remains between the active and fixed parts which can be ignored, 
so as to ensure the shaft to rotate freely. 

without magnetic field

with magnetic field

magnetic field increase

 
Fig. 1 Diagram of MR effect 

2.1 Magnetic circuit of MR damper 

Both of MR damper and magnetic suspension rotor system work by magnetic force, but the two 
magnetic field are independent of each other. So in magnetic circuit design, much attention should be 
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paid to the two magnetic field coupling problems, and should make the magnetic field through the 

MR fluid to the greatest extent in order to guarantee the performance of MR fluid [1]. Current change 
in the MR damper coil can change the stiffness and damping of the whole support system, so the 

vibration of high-speed rotor can be suppressed by the MR damper. 

Magnetic field of magnetic bearing and MR damper are both generated by their own control coil 

respectively, in order to guarantee the independence of the magnetic field, we place two sets of coil 

vertical and keep the coil on both sides symmetrical. In this way the magnetic field of the magnetic 
bearing would not be affected by the magnetic field generated by the control coil of MR damper. 

Considering the coupling can't entirely be avoided, we make current value in MR damper area zero 
during the analysis of the magnetic field in the magnetic suspension parts. 

2.2 Structure design of MR damper 

When the magnetic field distance between the two parts of MR damper and magnetic bearing is small, 

coupling phenomenon may appear among two magnetic fields. Therefore the magnetic field distance 
should be designed to be large enough directly. And in order to guarantee the damping force provided 

by MR effect is enough, the magnetic resistance should be small by reducing the thickness or 
increasing the cross-sectional area of the working MR fluid in MR damper. But if the thickness is too 

thin ,not only will reduce its damping range, but also increase the cost of production. Generally take 

the thickness for 0.2 ~1 mm [2]. 

In dampers, the MR fluid,roller ,shaft and protection cover form a closed magnetic circuit, as shown 

like the dotted line in fig. 2. When there is a current conduction, the closed loop will produce a 

magnetic field, and the magnetic flux in any closed surface identically equal to zero. 

shaft

 Protection cover

Working gap

control coil

roller

 
Fig. 2 Circuit structure of the damper  

As shown in figure 3, damper structure include: mandrel, outer shaft, roller , protection cover, support 

frame, end cover ,etc. In order to ensure that the strength of the magnetic field and stability of the 

structure, we choose pure iron as permeability magnetic material.  

Protection cover

Roller

MR fluid

Outer shaft

Mandrel

Magnetic material

 
Fig. 3 Structure diagram of working part in MR damper 

The structure design of working part in MR damper is a key part of the overall design work. In order 

to increase torque between the shaft and the protection cover transmitted through the MR fluid 
transmission torque to control the damping coefficient, the gap between the outer shaft and the 

protection cover should be full of MR fluid. And to avoid the occurrence of the phenomenon such as 
uneven ,also to make a great extent of MR effect , the application of the roller supported by support 

frame between the outer shaft and protection cover is taken in our design. 
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To make sure the MR fluid have enough work space the distance from the roller to the shaft and to 

the protection cover are both 0.5mm.[] The outer shaft and the protection cover play a role as two 
magnetic plate. When the control coil fixed at the protection cover is switched on, the coil can 

generate magnetic field which will cause MR effect, then by the Shearing action of MR fluid , the 
damping coefficient increase, so that the rotation of the shaft will be restrained. 

3. Vibration characteristic analysis  

3.1 Theoretical Model 

The rotor system was supported by magnetic bearings and MR damper and an analytical model for a 
rotor system was developed as shown in fig. 4. 

m1

m1

m2
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x2
K C

K1 C1

f1(t)

 
Fig. 4 Simplified model 

The equivalent modal properties obtained for the rotor and magnetic bearing mass(m1),MR 

damper(m2), excited force produced by the rotor when passing through the critical speed( f1 (t)), the 
rotor displacement (x1), magnetic bearing displacemen t (x2).And the generalized equation of motion 

for a rotor system has the following form: 

(
m1 0
0 m2

) (
x1

x2
) + (

c1 −c1

−c1 c + c1
) (

x1

x2
) + (

k1 −k1

−k1 k + k1
) (

x1

x2
) = (

f1(t)

0
) 

The rotor vibration amplitude and frequency response function can be expressed as follows: 

|H′(ω)| =
√(k + k1 − ω2m2)2 + (c + c1)2ω2

|∆(ω)|
 

Where ω is critical frequency of the rotor when passing through the critical speed . 

∆(ω) = det [
k1 + jωc1 − ω2m1 −k1 − jωc1

−k1 − jωc1 k1 + k + jω(c + c1) − ω2m2

] 

The equation of motion for the rotor system in the static coordinates can be expressed as follows: 

[M]{ü} + ([C] + [Cgry]){u̇} + [K]{u} = {F} 

Where Cgry is gyroscopic effect matrix . 

So the equation of motions for the rotor system in a rotating coordinate system can be expressed as 

follows： 

[M]{u1̇} + ([C] + [Ccor]){u1̇} + ([K] − [Kspin]){u1} = {F} 

Where Ccoris Coriolis effect matrix, Kspin is stiffness matrix for spinning effect matrix [5]. 

3.2 Simulation analysis  

The amplitude of the rotor and has a direct relationship with equivalent stiffness and equivalent 

damping .So that we can effectively restrain the vibration of the rotor by a reasonable parameter.In 
order to determine the stiffness and damping of the MR damper the rotor when passing through the 

critical speed, the finite element software ANSYS WORKBENCH is adopted to calculate and analyze 
the vibration situation of the system. 
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Fig. 5 Simulation model  

Firstly the critical speed of the rotor without MR damper is calculated, and the parameters of MR 

damper are not taken in account. And the rest of the parameters are consistent as shown in tab. 1.The 

simulation result is shown in tab.2. 

 

Tab. 1 parameters of the rotor system 

Shaft material 40Cr 

C(magnetic bearing) 7.056 N·s/m 

K(magnetic bearing) 87700 N/m 

m 1.0807kg 

On the analysis of the influence of different stiffness of the MR damper on the critical speed, the 

parameters of magnetic bearing remain the same. Keep the MR damper c1 = 100 N·s/m and change 

the stiffness value, the simulation results are shown in table 2. Then keep the MR damper k 1=105 
N/m and change the damping value, the simulation results are shown in table 2. 

 

Tab.2 Changes of the first three order critical speed 

system state parameters 
First order critical 

speed(r/min) 

Second order critical 

speed(r/min) 

Third order critical 

speed(r/min) 

Without MR damper 131.35 400.43 697.26 

MR damper 

stiffness 

(N/m) 

103 128.65 388.36 691.32 

104 124.21 384.84 687.32 

105 121.75 379.95 685.89 

106 122.2 380.69 686.09 

MR damper 

damping 

(N·s/m) 

100 

200 

300 

500 

131.70 

133.22 

133.09 

155.98 

402.29 

400.89 

404.38 

407.06 

696.99 

698.87 

699.93 

672.74 

By comparison of the first three order critical speed in different working state, it is found that the 

along with the increase of the MRF damper stiffness, the critical speed decreases. But when the 

stiffness value increase to a certain extent, its influence on rotor critical speed is relatively small. And 
relatively, the change of the damping have little effect on reducing the critical speed which could be 

ignored. 

The parameters of magnetic suspension rotor system remain unchanged, and take different stiffness 

and damping of MR damper to simulate the vibration amplitude of the rotor by MATLAB. And the 

simulation results are as shown in fig. 6.It can be seen from the graph that with the increase of the 
damper stiffness, the amplitude of the rotor increases gradually. In addition, with the increase of 

stiffness, the critical speed of the rotor also increases, and its change is pretty larger. Therefore, when 
analyzing transient response of rotor system, the stiffness could be changed to adjust the critical speed 

of the rotor, and to reduce the amplitude of the rotor near the critical speed to passing through the 
critical speed smoothly. 
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(a)k=10N/m 

 
(b)k=20N/m 

 
(c)k=50N/m 

 
(d)k=100N/m 

Fig. 6 Simulation result 

4. Conclusion 

Based on magnetorheological technology and magnetic suspension technology, the mechanical 
structure of magnetic suspension rotor based on MR Damper was designed in this paper, and a 

theoretical model is developed, and with the simulation results made by ANSYS WORKBENCH and 
MATLAB, the feasibility of MR damper are verified. By making adjustment to the MR damper of its 

stiffness value and damping value within a certain scope, along with the increase of stiffness value, 
the maximum amplitude of the rotor is reduced and the critical speed decreased but the change of the 

damping value effect on critical speed is not big which can be ignored. On rotor vibration control, 
increasing the damping of MR damper could help to reduce the amplitude of the rotor near the critical 

speed. But when damping value increases to a certain range, the amplitude decreasing of the rotor 
gradually slowed down. The analysis above indicates that the structure developed in the paper can 

get good controllable damping effect, and can help the rotor to passing through the critical speed 
smoothly. 
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